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About This Series

This booklet is part of a series intended to provide both
recommended methods for the determination of water
quality, and in addition, short reviews of the more
important analytical techniques of interestto the water and

Standing Committee of Analysis is a committee of the
Department of the Environment set up in 1972. Currently
it has 9 WorkingGroups, each responsible for one section
or aspect of water cycle quality analysis. They are as
follows:

In the past, the Department ofthe Environment and its predecessors, in collaboration with various learned societies,
have issued volumes of methods for the analysis of water
and sewage culminating in 'Analysis of Raw, Potable and

1.0 General principles of sampling and accuracy of
results
2.0 Microbiological methods
3.0 Empirical and physical methods
4.0 Metals and metalloids
5.0 Generalnonmetallic substances
6.0 Organic impurities
7.0 Biological monitoring
8.0 Sewage Works Control Methods
9.0 Radiochemical methods

sewage industries.

Waste Waters'. These volumes inevitably took some years
to prepare, so that they were often partially out of date
before they appeared in print. The present series will be
published as a seriesof booklets on singleor relatedtopics;
thus allowing for the replacement or addition ofmethods as
quickly as possible without need of waiting for the next
edition. The rate of publication will also be related to the
urgency ofrequirement for that particularmethod,tentative
methods and notes being used when necessary.
The aim is to provide as complete and up to date a
collection of methods and reviews as is practicable, which
will, as far as possible, take into account the analytical
facilitiesavailable in different parts of the Kingdom, and
the quality criteria of interest to those responsible for the
various aspects ofthe water cycle. Because both needsand
equipment vary widely, where necessary, a selection of
methods may be recommended for a singledeterminand. It
will be the responsibility of the users—the senior technical
staff to decide which of these methods to use for the
determination in hand. Whilst the attention of the user is
drawn to any specialknownhazardswhichmay occur with
the use of any particularmethod, responsibility for proper
supervision and the provision of safe working conditions
must remain with the user. The preparation of this series
and its continuous revision is the responsibility of the
Standing Committee of Analysts (to review Standard
Methods for Quality Control of the Water Cycle). The

The actual methods and reviews are producedby smaller
panelsofexperts in the appropriate field, underthe overall
supervisionofthe appropriate workinggroup and the main
committee. The names of those associated with this review
are listed inside the back cover.
Publication of new or revised booklets will be notified to
thetechnical press, whilsta list ofMethods in Print is given
in the current HMSO Sectional Publication List No. 5.

Whilst an effort is made to prevent errors from occurring
in the published text, a few errors have been found in
booklets in this series. Correction notes, and minor
additions to published booklets not warranting a new
booklet in this series will be issued periodically as the need
arises. Should an error be found affecting the operation of
a method, the true sense not being obvious, or an error in
the printed text be discovered prior to sale, a separate
correction note will be issued for inclusion in that booklet.

L R PITTWELL
Secretary and Chairman

11 August 1988
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Warning to Users

The analyticalproceduresgiven in this bookletshould only
be carried out by competent trained persons, with adequate
supervisionwhen necessary.
Local Safety Regulations must be observed.
Laboratory procedures should be carried out only in
properly equipped laboratories.
Field Operations should be conducted with due regard to
possible local hazards, and portable safety equipment
should be carried.
Care should be taken against creating hazards for one's
self, one's colleagues, those outside the laboratoryor work
place, or subsequently for maintenance or waste disposal
workers. Where the Committee have considered that a
special unusual hazard exists, attention has been drawn to
this in thetext so that additional caremightbe takenbeyond
that which shouldbe exercised at all times when carrying
out analytical procedures.Reagents ofadequate purity must
be used, along with properly maintained apparatus and
equipment of correct specifications. Specifications for
reagents, apparatus and equipment are given in
manufacturers'catalogues and variouspublished standards.
If contamination is suspected, reagent purity should be
checked before use. Lone working, whether in the
laboratory or field, should be discouraged.
The best safeguardis a thoroughconsideration of hazards
and the consequent safetyprecautionsand remedies well in
advance. Without intending to give a complete checklist,
points that experience has shown are often forgotten
include:laboratorytidiness, stray radiationleaks (including
ultraviolet), use ofcorrect protective clothingandgoggles,
removal of toxic fumes and wastes, containment in the
event of breakage, access to taps, escape routes, and the
accessibility of the correct and properly maintained firstaid, fire-fighting, and rescue equipment. Hazardous

reagents and solutions should always be stored in plain
sight and below face level. Attention should also be given
to potential vapour and fire risks. Ifin doubt, it is safer to
assume that the hazard may exist and take reasonable
precautions, rather than to assume that no hazard exists
until proved otherwise.
There are numerous handbooks on first aid and laboratory
safety. Among such publications are: 'Guide to Safe
Practices in Chemical Laboratories' and 'Hazards in the
Chemical Laboratory', issued by the Royal Society of
Chemistry, London: 'Safety in Biological Laboratories'
(Editors Hartree and Booth), Biochemical Society Special
Publication No. 5, The Biochemical Society, London,
which includes biological hazards; and 'The Prevention of
LaboratoryAcquiredInfection', Public Health Laboratory
Service Monograph6, HMSO, London.

It cannotbe too strongly emphasised that promptfirst aid,

or administration of the correct antidote
cansave life; but that incorrecttreatmentcan make matters
worse. It is suggested that both supervisors and operators
be familiarwith emergencyproceduresbeforestartingeven
decontamination,

a slightly hazardous

operation, and that doctors consulted
after an accident involving chemical contamination,
ingestion, or inhalation, be madefamiliarwith the chemical
nature of the injury, as some chemical injuries require
specialist treatment not normally encountered by most
doctors. Similarwarning shouldbe given if a biological or
radiochemical injury is suspected. Some very unusual
parasites, viruses and other micro-organisms are
occasionally encounteredin samples and when sampling in
the field. In the latter case, all equipment including
footwear should be disinfectedby appropriate methods if
contamination is suspected. If an ambulance is called or a
hospitalnotified of an incoming patient, give information
on the type of injury, especially if poisoning is suspected,
as the patient may be taken directly to a specialized
hospital.
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Foreword

the early 1960's water laboratories have been
required to perform increasingly large numbers of the
commonly determinedparameterssuch as ammonia, total
oxidized nitrogen, chloride, chemical oxygen demand,
biochemical oxygen demand, suspended solids, etc.
Automation of various types has been applied to many of
these determinations and has enabled these increasing
sample numbersto be handledwith improvedefficiency.
Since

Air segmented continuous flow analysers, discrete
analysers and flow injection analysers have handled the
bulk ofthis automation and improvements in both hardware
and softwarehave greatly improved reliability and reduced
the risk of human error.
Using these forms of automationit has howevernot been
possible to automate procedures that require large amounts
of sample preparation, as for example chemical oxygen
demand, biochemical oxygen demand, and suspended
solids. In many laboratories today,such parameters are still
determined manually with only minimal levels of
automation applied to them, (eg. auto titrators, dissolved
oxygenprobes etc.). These methods when applied to large
numbersof samples require analysts to perform repetitive
operations which can lead to human error.

6

The application of laboratory robots appears to offer some
solutions for these highly repetitive analyses. Although
very much in their infancy in development they are able, in
most cases, to perform sample preparation and handling
techniques at rates similar to, or slightly faster, than
humans. Operating throughout a working day and if
possible overnight they can become a very effective
laboratory aid.

This booklet contains:—

a. A table (Table

1) of determinands frequently
analysed in the water industry by the techniques which
follow.

b. Information on the types of discrete analysers in
common use and methods applied to them.
The types of laboratory robots available, guidelines
for selectionand the methods to whichthey have so far
been applied.
c.

d. The second edition of the Air Segmented
Continuous Flow booklet.

Discrete Anallysers

1.

Introduction

With the increasing sophistication of microcomputer technology, the range and versatility
of discrete analysis has increased to the point where the techniques are alternatives to
conventional continuous flow analysis as methods when considering automation. This is
borne out by the wide range of instrumentation now available.
Currentlyavailablediscrete analysis instrumentation may conveniently be sub-divided into
three types: batch, random access and centriftigal. It is thereforeimportantto distinguish
between the terms "batch"and "random access" as generallyappliedto chemicalanalysis.
Multichannel continuousflow analyser equipment in its simplest form comprises the least
flexible type of batch analyser. In practice, all samples tend to be analysed for all
determinands, whether or not required. In contrast, in the simplest form of random access
analyser only the samples actually scheduledfor a specific analysis are analysed for that
determinand.

The following sections describe the featuresof the three main types of discrete analyser
using, where applicable, examples of instrumentation already established in the water
industry. Limitationsand problemscommonly encounteredwhen using discrete analysers
are described in some detail in a later section.

2. Batch Analysers

are computer controlled discrete analysers which analyse the samples
the
for
chosen detrimands, each set of samples and standards for one
sequentially
determinand being a batch. A batch, once entered via the computer keyboard and the
analysis commenced, cannotusually be altered, eg. addedto, until either the test is complete
or unless the "run" is purposely aborted and recommenced.
These instruments

Flow injection analysis is dealt with in a separate booklet in this series (Ref. 49).

Table 1. Some determinands frequently analysed in the WaterIndustryto which one
or more of these techniques has been applied.
Key to Techniques:
A. Discrete Analyser
B. Robots
D. Flow InjectionAnalyser.
Determinands

C. Air Segmented ContinuousFlow

-

Technique

Ammonia
Oxidized Nitrogen (Nitrate
(Nitrite
Phosphorus (usually ortho Phosphate)
Chloride
Sulphate
Sulphide
Suiphite
Cyanide
Alkalinity
Hardness

A,C,D
A,C,D
A,C,D
A,B,C,D
A,C,D
A,C,D

pH

A,B,D

Conductivity

-

C,D

B
A,C,D
A,C,D
A,C,D
A,D

contd.
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Table 1. Some determinands frequently analysed in the WaterIndustryto which one
or more of these techniques has been applied.—continued
Key to Techniques:
B. Robots
A. DiscreteAnalyser
D. Flow InjectionAnalyser.

C. Air Segmented ContinuousFlow

Determinands

Technique

Colour

A
A

Turbidity
Fluoride
Permanganate Value/Index
Phenol
Boron
Silicon (or Silicate)
Surfactants

Iron
Aluminium
Manganese
Urea

B.O.D.
C.O.D.

A,C

C
C
A,C,D
A,B,C,D
C,D

A,C,D
A,C,D
A

C
B*

A,B,C,D

This table is intendedas a guide to the more commonly encountered applications and is not
an exhaustive list of determinands which can be analysed using these techniques. The
majority of these procedures have been adapted from existing published niethods in this
series (Refs. 20-44 and 52).
Sodium, Potassium, Calcium, Magnesium and similar flame or AAS analyses
coupledto Discrete and Flow Injection analysers as can ICPS.

can also be

A typical instrument ofthis type comprises a computer module including keyboard, screen
and disc drives, and a chemistry console the functions of which are controlled by the
computer.In addition to control over the functioning ofthe chemistry console,the computer
also deals with organising the workload in the most efficient manner, and all results
production, datahandling and storage, and mayalso be linkedupto receive workloads from,
and to transmit edited sample results to a main frame computer.
The chemistry console might typically be comprised as follows:
i. a sample wheel holding up to 99 sample cups surrounded by a cooled water bath

a reaction wheel with spaces for up to 99 reaction tubes and provision where
necessary of a heated water bath for reproducible reaction or final colour development
ii.

iii. a sample probe which transferssamples between the sample cups and reactiontubes

iv. air pressurized reagent bottles stored internally under ambient or refrigerated

conditions, with individual reagent lines, solenoid dispensevalves and dispensestations
v. mixers eg. pneumatically activated pairs of hollow rods releasing air bubbles in a
controlled manner

vi. a spectrophotometer suitable for colorimetric/turbidimetric analysis.
For each method the following importantparameters are preprogrammed:
Sample/diluent volumes, reagent dispense volumes, water bath temperature. degree of
mixing, colour development time, spectrophotometer transfer volume and mathematical
computations performed. Some of these may be altered via the keyboard for fine tuning
method development.
* Presently, excludingthe incubation stage.
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3. Random Access
trnayser

This type of instrumentdiffers from the batch analysers considered previouslyin that only
those samples within a group actuallyscheduled for a specificanalysis are analysed for that
determinand.

In the simplest form of random access analyser, the determinandorder (ie. the order in
which analyses are to be carried out) is user-controlled; after analysis for a particular
determinandhas been completed,the instrumentpauses and requires operator intervention
for replacement(if appropriate) of standards and reagents before proceedingto the next
determinand. In more sophisticated instruments, provision is made for storage of multiple
reagents and analysis continues with minimal operator involvement until all analysis
requests are completed. Additional analysis requests and samples may be added after
analysis has begun. It is this latter type of more sophisticated instrument which has found
considerable use in water analysis.
Instruments based upon these principles may differ enormously in design, size and
sophistication. Typically,a randomaccess analyserconsistsofa CHEMISTRY CONSOLE
and a COMPUTER.

The instrument computerand associated hardware (ie. disk drives, visual display unit, barcode reader etc.) is used for some or all of the following functions:
(1)

Basic control over operation of the chemistry consoleusing storedmethods generated
by the user. Methods contain all information requiredfor analsyiseg. sample/reagent
volumes, reaction times, detection wavelength, expected range and performance,
calibrationand quality control data etc.

(2)

Organisationof the analytical workload in order to maximise efficiencyof operation
(usually measured by tests/hourperformed). This may involve analysis for several
determinands simultaneously (with recalibration on a time basis). The order of
analysisis continually updatedby the computerto take account of additional analysis
requests: many instrumentshavea facility for manualoverride of this functionso that
urgent samples may be given immediateattention. Analysis requests may be made
directly via the instrument keyboard, using a bar-code reader or automatically
downloaded from a Laboratory Information Monitoring System (LIMS) computer
using an appropriate interface.
Storage of raw data, including photometric and Kinetic information. Quality control
data may be stored, with appropriateperformancestatistics generatedautomatically.
Manipulation ofanalytical data, including calibrationand reanalysis ofsamples falling
outside pre-set limits (with automatic dilution whereappropriate). This functionmay
be fully automatic, or require operator validation.

(3)

4)

The chemistry console typically consists of the following:
(1) Storage for reagents, samples and standards. The temperature of such stored
solutions isusuallymaintained belowambient,so as to minimise lossesand errors due

to evaporation or decomposition.
(2) Reaction Zone This is often a wheel with spaces for up to 100 reaction tubes to
which samples and reagents are added and mixed at a controlled temperature. The
mixtureis transferredto aphotometerfor analysis, following whichthe reactiontubes
are rinsed and dried before re-use. Alternatively disposablecuvettes may be used

directly for mixing and reaction thereby eliminating a possible source of crosscontamination due to inadequate rinsing (but at much greater expense). Transfer of
liquidswithinthe chemistry consolemaybe via individual lineswith non-returnvalves
or by a single transfer arm (which may also be used for mixing). In all cases,
carryover effects must be minimisedby suitable rinsing/dryingprocedures.

(3)

Detector This is usually

a

photometer suitable for standard photometric or

turbidimetric analyses.

4. CentrifugalAnalysers

batch and random access analysers discussed above are both examples of
SEQUENTIALANALY:SERSie. instruments where solutions for analysis are treated and
measuredone after the other. The centrifugal analyser represents the only fully automatic
example of a parallel analyserie. an instrument where solutions for analysis are treatedand
measuredsimultaneously.
The
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In the way that Leonard Skeggs has been attributed with the initial development of the
continuous flow analyser, Norman Anderson, then Director of the Molecular Anatomy
Programat the UnitedStates Oak Ridge Nationallaboratory, has been recognised as being
theinitialdevoloperofthe centrifugal analyser. His initial work took place in 1966 and was
followed by a burgeoning commercial development by instrument makers. The first
commercial systems appeared on the market in 1969, when acceptance into the clinical field
was both rapid and enthusiastic. For a recent example for water analysis, see Ref. 52.

Acentrifugal analyserin its simplestform consistsofa circular plate on whicharemounted
a numberofradial channels.Samples for analysis are placed in individual channels near to
thecentre of the plate, with reagent solutions placed near to the outside of the plate. This

plate is loaded into a centrifuge and spun rapidly to ensure mixing and reaction, the
analytical signal from each channel is monitoredmany times per second as the channel
passes an appropriate analytical sensor (usually a spectrophotometer).
Instruments based upon this principle consist of a SAMPLE/REAGENT LOADER, an
ANALYTICAL MODULEand a COMPUTER.

4.1 Loader—In order to use a centrifugal analyserindividual aliquotsofboth samples and
reagentsare deliveredinto their respective compartments on a transfer disc by an accurate
dispensing device. Each manufacturer has developedan automated system for sample and
reagentloading.An example ofaloader that is capableof loading a sample and two reagents
is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1.
4.2 Analyticalmodule—The analytical module consistsof a rotor, a removable transfer
disc, a drive motor, an optical system, a temperature controlling system and a means of
synchronising the photodetector output with the microprocessor.
The rotor, which is the primary component of a centrifugal analyser, is made by
sandwiching a teflon ring between a top and bottom ring of Pyrex, quartz or ultra-violet
transmitting plastic, as shown in Figure2. Rotors are available from differentmanufacturers
with varying numbersof cuvettes that are suitable for a particularanalyser. Each cuvette
withinthe rotor has a bifunctional siphonto ensure mixingof reagentsand samples within
their respective cuvettes and to provide a means of emptying and cleaning the cuvettes
between analytical runs (see Figure 3). Another development produced analysers with a
disposable transfer disc which fits a much less complex rotor, shown in Figure 4. This
disposable transfer disc eliminates carry-overand contamination betweenruns and thereby
offers some advantage over the permanent rotor.
The size of motor used to drive the rotor assembly varies with the number of cuvettes in
therotor. Controlofacceleration and deceleration oftherotor assemblies in variousmodels
is similar. Typically rotor speed is controlled by an auto-transformer and also a three
position switch that is labelled "incubate", "accelerate" and "run". To initiate an
analytical run, a loaded transfer disc is placed in the analyser with the rotor stationary.
The run is started by entering appropriate information controllingthe analytical module.
After all entries have been made, the instrumentproceeds to the "incubate" mode that
allows the rotor, transfer disc, reagents and samples to reach a preselected temperature
before mixing occurs. Typicallyduring this phase the rotor speed is 100 rpm. When the
desired temperature has been obtained, the analyser enters the "accelerate" mode that
increases the rotor speed to 4000 rpm and then comes to an abrupt halt. This acceleration
and subsequent suddenstop takes place in a time span of 0.5 seconds. Finally, the analyser
proceeds in the "run" cycle in which the rotor speed is maintained at 1000 rpm. It is at
this stage that data collection is initiated.
The first analyserdeveloped by Andersonhad a monochromator systemfor making spectrophotometric measurements. More recently other types of optical measuring devices have
been incorporatedinto basic systems, which can then measure transmittance, fluorscence,
or light sattering of several parallel reactions. Since one of the most importantreaction
conditions is temperature, a centrifugal analyser must have a system for monitoring and
controlling the temperatureofthe rotor and its environment. Temperaturecan be accurately
and preciselymeasuredand controlled by several differentmethods, all of which require
some type of measurement sensor, which is usually a thermistor located near the rotor,

Figure 1 A centrifugal analyzer loader module
capable of loading a sample and two reagents
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Figure 2 Schematic representation

of a centrifugal analyzer rotor

Rotor cover

Transfer disk

Upper rotor housing

Teflon annulus
containing a cavity and

syphon for each cuvette

Lower rotor housing
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within the rotor itself, or in one of its cuvettes. The techniques utilised for controllingthe
rotor temperatureinclude electrical or radiant heating of the rotor, or control of the rotor
environmental temperaturewith an air or liquid reservoir.

4.3 Computer—Analysisof raw data from the photomultiplier detector is accomplished
using a computer. All of the centrifugal analysers that are commercially available have a
built-in microprocessor, with up to 64 kbytes of memory. The analyser generates a
continuing series ofpulses, each corresponding to one samplespace in the rotor, separated
by dark intervals. In orde:r to establish an initial starting point, there is also a small hole
in the rotor that transmits light once per revolution of the rotor. This signal serves to
synchronise the rotor speed and photomultiplier. It also signals the on-line computerwhen
thedark-currentreadings and the cuvette readings are to be taken. The computer corrects
forthedark current, calculates concentrations ofsamples and averages theresults over many
rotations. Built-in subroutinesin the software, including calibration algorithms, allow for
manipulation of the raw data.

5. Factors relating to
the Applicability of

This Section summarises
conventionalmethods.

the relative merits of discrete analysers when compared with

Discrete Analysers

1. Discrete analysers are versatile, easy to operate and able to deal with large sample
numbers. Many are highly sophisticated requiring minimum operator intervention and may
be operatedunattendedovernight.

2. Manual operationsare minimised, thus reducing operator error, improvingprecision,
and may improve limits of detection. Temperature control is possible.
3. Although initial capitalexpenditure is high, reducedanalyticalcosts may be achieved.
4. Reducedusage of reagents and sample is possible. This is particularlybeneficial when
using expensivereagents or reagents of a toxic or hazardous nature.
5. Data handling systemsare incorporated, offering a range ofmathematical manipulations
and reporting formats. These may include analytical quality control facilities and
highlighting of results outside specified limits.
6. Ifinstrument breakdown occurs, the problem of having "all one's eggs in one basket"
may arise. A high level of routinepreventativemaintenance is thereforerequired in order
to reduceinstrumentdown time. This will includedaily in-housemaintenance togetherwith
the efficient, though expensive, service support from the manufacturers. Provision of
adequateback up analysis should be considered.
7. Samples exceeding the normal calibrationrange can be easily repeated on a suitable
range or automatically diluted and re-mn.
8. Instruments should have minimumcarry-overor cross contamination and incorporate
sample headswhichare self-cleaning and drying betweeneach sampling operation. Regular
cleaning or replacement of parts is necessary to reduce the possibility of carry-overdue to
droplets adhering to surfaces.
9. Methods for many determinands required by the Water Industry have been developed
for discrete analysers (Table 1). However, where they have not been developed,
considerable method development time may be necessary. Methods requiring distillation,
dialysis and solvent phase separationare currently not practicable.
10. With these types of analysers, often a small volume of sample is mixed with a large
volume of reagent. Most manual water chemistries,particularlythose for potable water,
require a large amount ofsamplecombined with a small amount ofreagent. Hencethe ratio
of maximum sample volume to final reaction mixture volume is important. Usually,
machines are designedto permit up to 30% of sample volume in the final mixture, which
wifi cause problems with those water chemistries requiring large amounts of sample. An
instrument with below 15% relative sample volume will be severelyrestrictedin the range
13

Figure 3 Diagram

Cuvette cavity

of a teflon annulus used to define the cuvettes

Syphon groove

Syphon drainage port

Figure 4 Cross section of a disposable transfer disk

of possible chemistries that can be used. Some instruments are availablewhere a ratio of
over 50% is possible.These have more flexibility in theirapplications and have improved
sensitivity, which influences the limits of detection which can be achieved.
11. For some instruments, the number of reagents is limited to two or three. This may
present a problem. One approach whichcan be used, is to make mixed reagents, provided
these are stable or compatible for at least the duration of the test. The action of reagents
on the components of the analyser must also be checked to ensure that there is no
contamination from the apparatus. Particularly viscous reagents which cannot be easily
pumpedthroughnarrowbore tubing,stronglycorrosiveacids or alkalis, and reagentswhich
tend to precipitate in reagent valves or lines cause difficulties. These can be overcome in
many instances by the use of resistant reagent lines and valve diaphragms, and by regular
water purging after every usage.
12. The following problemshavebeen reportedfor specific methods when run on certain
instruments: —

i.

NitrateTON—Soda lime glass reactiontubeshavebeen found to be contaminated with
nitrate. This can be overcome by using borosilicateglass reaction tubes.
In tests with nitrite standards, the Copper Hydrazinereductantreagent strength has
been found to affect critically the shape of the calibration curve and analytical
accuracy.

ii.

Sulphate—the precipitating reagent must be shaken thoroughlybefore use, otherwise
erratic resultsare produced. The final mixing stage in the turbidimetric methodshould
be located as close as possible to the measurement stage.

iii.

Ammonia—ammonia loss from samplecups occurs, this analysis shouldbe carried out
immediately the instrumentis loaded with samples.

iv.

Aluminium—pick up from glassware

v.
vi.

is common.
Silica—plastic reaction tubes must be used to avoid pick up from glass.
Boron—special boron free glass or plastic must be used.
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Robots

A widely accepted definition of a robot given by the Robot Institute of Americais:
"A robot is a reprogrammable, multifunctional, manipulator designedto move materials,
parts, tools, or specialised devices, through variable programmed motions for the
performanceof a variety of tasks".

In addition to the above definition, for the purposesof this booklet for an instrument to be
classed as a robot it must meet the criteria below:—

"The robot must contain a grasping manipulator.or other specialised sample handling
device capable of lifting samples, containers or associated parts from one part of an
operating area to another;
and/or
the movements of the robot must be underuserprogrammablecontroland the software shall
be capable ofacceptingescaperoutines initiated automatically by the conditions encountered
in the test such as obstruction, tight stoppers, exhaustedsamples, and so on".
Roboticmethods have recently beenappliedto water analysis. It shouldbe stressedthat the
use of robots does not imply the use of new techniques. The robot is merely a sample
handling system enabling a previouslyproven manual technique to be automated. Among
the ftilly robotized methods so far reportedare: COD, pH, sulphite (SO2), silica, orthophosphate,and the BODmethod which has alreadybeen robotized exceptfor the incubation
stage. In no case has the technique been modified in any way from the published standard
procedure; indeed as a result of automatingthese procedures the method conditions (eg
heatingand cooling times, electrode stability timesand sampling conditions) can be adhered
to more closely than before.
Although the robotmay be a highly flexibile device, in any routineapplication theassembled
equipment will be specified for the task or tasks being performed ie robot, controller,
software, sample racks, peripherals etc. Also, depending on the application, the robot may
be located on purposemadebenching,in its own room, or behind safetyor fume extraction
screens.
Since in most cases robots exactly mimic human operators, their throughputrates may not
always be significantly faster than thoseofoperatorsusingmanualmethods.However,they
have the advantage that they are capable of operating unattended over a 24hr period.

The robots describedby manufacturers as suitable for laboratoryapplication include the
following types:—
2.

Anthropomorphic (or rotatingjointed arm) Fig.
Cylindrical Fig. 6

3.

Polar Fig. 7

4.
5.

Cartesian

1.

5

(or XYZ-3 dimensionally sliding arm) Fig. 8

SCARA (Single constraint automatic robot arm) Fig. 9
(See also Refs. 48, 50 and 51)

Wrist action may also be incorporated into the arm head (see Fig. 5).

Aiadditional form of robot usually confined to custom builtapparatusconsists ofa carriage
moving on a track which can include curves, gradients and remotelycontrolledjunctions
(muchlike a toy railway), whichtransportsthe samples in containersto a number of work
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stations, automatic dispensersand the like. Manipulative robots of types 1 to 5 above may
be coupledwith such a system to transfer samples in containersto and from equipmentsuch
as heaters, spectrophotometers, and autosamplers. Combinations of this type can
accommodate delays such as those found in methods like the BOD digestion.
Robot laboratories consisting chiefly of pumps, electrically operated valves, metering
devices and a variety of sensors mounted on mobile arms (fitted with rinsing devices) are
used for analysing watersrequiring regular monitoring for several determinands at remote
locations, resultsbeing transmitted by land line or radio (as well as recorded).Suchdevices
can be equipped with automatic samplerswhichtake referencesamples for furtheranalysis
in the event of significant change being noticed.
The following operations have been adapted for robots:—
Liquid handling
eg. dilution and reagent addition
dispensing
homogenizing
Sample conditioning

eg. mixing
heating
cooling
evaporating

Separation

eg. filtration
partition
centrifugation
precipitation

Measurement

eg. of pH
conductivity
colour
weight

Robots have also been used in the laboratory for handling hazardous samples—such as,
opening vials which may be under pressure, or handling highly toxic, unstable, or
radioactive materials.Thus in one sealed take CODdigestion system samples are sealedinto
glass vials, heated for digestion, cooled and the vials opened, quantitatively emptied and
finally analysed all by robot devices sited along a track along which the sample moves.
Many similar arrangements can be devised. Although usually dedicated to a specific task
or analysis, robot systems can be devised which, like some discrete analysers, perform a
series of analyses on the same sample.

In selectinga robot or "robotized" technique forwater analyses thefollowing factorsshould
be considered:
1.
Has the technique been modified substantially from the standard procedurein order
to automate it?
2. Is documented confirmationof comparability to the standard procedureavailable?
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Is there a guaranteed source ofconsumables availablefrom a reputablemanufacturer?
Will the system perform the test unattendedand out of hours?
Is there suitable benching available. Are there health and safety considerations in
installing the systemin a general laboratorywhich would require a separate room to
be allocated? (See the note on hazards below)
Are there sufficient trained personnel to operate, programmeand maintainthe system

coi.ectly?
Do the sample numbersjustify the capital expenditure?

Hazards. Although the following points are vital in mannedoperations they are just as
importantwhen using robots.
Consideration must be given tothe consequences ofvesselbreakage, and equipmentfailure.
Questions such as the following need study. Can corrosive substances fall onto electric
wiringor insulation? Can flammable vapoursbe ignitedby even a strong static spark? Can
any piece of robot equipmentcause injury, or provide a conducting path to the operator in
the event of an arc-over?
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Figures 5 to 9 Types

of robot arm action

Figure 5 Anthropomorphic or rotating jointed arm

Wristaction variant (showing maximum degrees of freedom for one joint)

Figure 6 Cylindrical

1

1
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Figure 7 Polar
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The arm slides in and out as well as rocking up and
down and to and fro. The head may itself also rotate.

Figure 8 Cartesian or XYZ 3-dimensional sliding arm

Figure 9 Single constraint robotic arm SCARA
(sometimes considered as a jointed arm with limited degrees

+
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of freedom)

Air Segmented Continuous Flow Automatic
Analysis in the Laboratory (Second Edition)
(An Essay review by K W Petts)

1. Introduction

1.1 Historical (1)
Within the field of continuous automatic analysis the dominant influence has been the
colorimetric work of Skeggs (2). His designofautomatic analyser presentedseveralnovel
features which have proved amenable to extensive further development and remain
fundamental to the most widely used approach to automatic analysis by the continuous
method.He designedand evaluated a continuous-flow system in which were performedthe
analyticaloperationsand which also providedthe means ofsample transportas part ofthe
instrument. The analyser consisted of a series of modules each performing a specific
function, eg. sampling, sampletransport, heating, dialysis and photometric measurement.

An operationalfeature of Skegg's analyserwhich has proved of profound significance in
thesubsequent success ofhis conceptis that, in addition to sampleand reagents, air is drawn
into the analyser and producessegmentation of the liquid stream. This segmentation is of
fundamental importance because it enables individual samples to retain their identity
throughoutthe analytical process while at the same time permittinga high rate of sample
throughout. Section 3.3 ofthis reviewgivesan accountofthis segmentation ofliquid by air.

Skegg's automatic continuous analyser was commercially introduced in 1957 and now
adaptations of this system are found widespread in almost every facet of analytical
chemistry; its range and flexibility have been extendedby the introduction of additional
modules. The original system was limited to colorimetryin the visible-light range as the
detecting method,but units for flame photometry,UV spectrophotometry and fluorimetry
are a few examples that are now commercially available. In principlethe continuous-flow
approach ofthis systemdoes not impose any limitations on the choice ofdetection technique
other than those inherent in design compatability. Consequently electrochemical and flameionization detection techniques are to be found used in conjunction with automatic
continuous analysers. Details of the basic equipmentof continuous flow systemsare given
in Section 3 of this review.

1.2 Present-day concept
In air-segmented continuous flow analysis a single sample or a number of single samples
are converted into a continuous flowing stream by a pumpingsystem and the necessary
reagent additions are made by continuous pumpingand merging of the sample and reagent
streams. This stream is continuously segmented by air. Ultimately a treated sample is
pumped to a flow-through measuring unit and thence to waste.

Aprocessingrate of20-80samples per hour is normaland severalsamples areusually being
processed at any one time between the sampling and measurement stages. However,there
is usually no difficulty in associating each recorded detector response with a particular

sample since the regular timing intervals between stages are controlled. The insertion of
frequent standards in the sample sequence affords regular datum points. However, unless
precautionsare taken, interaction can occur in a continuoussystem thereby causing loss of
discrimination between successive samples at the recording stage. Section 5.2 briefly
outlinessample interaction and Section 6 relatesthe kinetic aspects ofa continuously flowing
analytical systemwhichconsidersthe factors that influencesample interactionand sampling
rate.

2. Application in the
Water Industry

flow automatic analysis is now in widespread use in the Water
Industry. The problemsencountered in river pollutionstudies are extremelyvaried and the
chemical factors causing the pollutionare numerous. Thus numerous samples are analysed
dailyfor the determination ofmany parametersin order to monitorthe state ofthe river and
Air-segmented continuous
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the effecton it of pollution waste. The determinations listed C in Table I (see page 7). are
among those most frequently carried out by Laboratories analysing waters and effluents to
which an air-segmented continuous flow automatic analysis technique has been applied.
Numerous papers have been published on the use of air-segmented continuous flow
automatic analysis for these parameters. A bibliography producedby one manufacturer of
this type of system (3) cites 300 literaturereferencesfor the period 1967-73 related to the
Water Industry. Method details can be conveniently expressed by a line diagram of the
construction ofthe sampletreatmentsystem(the manifold) and subsequent analytical stages
as the example in Fig 10 shows.
This essayreviewdoes not seek to providedetailed information on individual methods which
are covered by other publications in this series.
PERISTALTIC
PUMP

2
3
PULL THROUGH
FROM DETECTOR
U NIT

COOLING COIL

RECORDING UNIT
FIG 10 LINE (FLOW) DIAGRAM OF AN AIR-SEGMENTED
CONTINUOUS FLOW AUTOMATIC ANALYSER

3. Basic Equipment of
Continuous Flow
Systems

The block diagram Fig 11, shows the component stages of a typical automatic analysis
system. A variety of such systems is commercially available.

3.1 Sample Presentation Unit
When a number of individual samples are to be submitted sequentially, each successive
sample* is conveyedto the 'sample treatment system' by the peristalic pump (see Section
3.2). The sample presentation unit (the sampler) is comprised either of a plate with holes
around the circumference to hold sample cups (Fig 12), or a number of sample tubes
snapped togetherand woundinto spools moving by a conveyorbelt principle (Fig 13). Up
to 400 samples can be placed on the latter type of sampler. Both are fitted with a sample
probe, normallyof stainless steel, but alternatively ofglass or plastic, for withdrawing the
sample.

* The term 'sample' refers to the solution beingtested or the blank solution or a standard solution.
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Figure 11 Basic equipment for continuous flow analysis
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Measurement
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SAMPLE PROBE CONNECTED
TO PERISTALTIC PUMP BY
FLEXIBLE TUBING

ARM PIVOT

SAMPLE

SAMPLER TRAY.

WASH LIQUID

FIG 12

A SAMPLE CUP PRESENTATION UNIT

SAMPLE PROBE

FIG 13
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A SAMPLE

TUBE PRESENTATION UNIT

A receptacleis providedwhich containswater or other suitable 'blank' solution (the wash

liquid) in which the sampleprobe rests betweensuccessive samples. This receptaclecan be
fed via the peristaltic pump to replenish constantly the wash liquid thereby minimizing
interference from residues of previous samples and reducing the possibility of airborne
contamination. The probe is lowered into each receptacle in turn for a fixed time and then
withdrawninto the wash solution while the carrier is advanced to position the next sample
under it. Inmost casesboth the samplerplate and theprobe are operatedthrough appropriate
cams and gears by a motor receiving impulses from timer which controls the overall
position. The sample is pumped into the sample treatment system by a peristaltic pump
whereitmeets the reagent streams which arepumped through other plastic tubes. Whilethe
samplerplate is advancing to the nextposition the sample probeaspiratesair duringits travel
to and from the sample and wash solution and thereforethe action of the sampler must be
rapid. If the solids content of a sampleis to be included, a rotary mixer or vibratorcan be
added to the sampler, to maintain homogeneity of the sample prior to being pumped;
although if this is done the possibility of blockages in the tubing of the system should be
considered. The time foraspiratingsampleand washliquid can be varied, as can the sampleto-wash ration, by operation of an adjustable cam or timer. The sample sizes used with
sample cups are normally 0.5, 2.0, 3.5, 4.0, 5.0 and 8.5 ml and with sample tubes 6.0,
15.0, and 30.0 ml. When more than one determinand is to be measured from the same
portion of sample, a sampler, that has more than one sample probe can be used or
alternatively the sample can be divided using a 'stream splitter' placed in the sample line
between the samplerand the peristaltic pump.

a

3.2 Multi-channel peristaltic pumps
This component is considered to be the vital part ofa continuous flow automatic analyser.
It serves three purposes theintroductionofboth sampleand reagentsinto the analyser, the
transportationofsolutions throughthe analytical system at a fixed speed, and the provision

PRINCIPLE OF PUMPING ACTION

FLEXIBLE TUBE
PLATEN

PRINCIPLE OF PUMPING DIFFERENT RATES WITH THE SAME PUMP
FIG 14 PRINCIPLE OF THE PERISTALTIC PUMP
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ofair bubbles for liquidsegmentation. The last is describedin Section 3.3. The samplesand

reagents are introduced in appropriate flow ratios which can be pre-selected for each
analysis by usingtubing of the correct internal diameterfor each solution. In one designthe
tubes, commonly knownas pumptubes, are heldtaut and parallelbeneath or above moving
rollers. These rollers are motor-driven to bear successively on the pump tubes and push
solutions in the pump tubes forward into the sample treatment system of the analyser, Fig
14 (top). The rollers are spaced at an equal distance apart so that the volume of liquid
trappedbeneath two rollers is constant for any one pumptube. In order that equalpressure
is appliedto all thepumptubes acrossthepump,thewallthicknessofthepumptubes should
be identical, Fig 14 (bottom). If the pumpingspeed is fixed, the rate at whicheach solution
is pumped is determined solely by the internal diameter of the pump tube, Pumptubes are
commercially available in a varietyof qualities, sizes and materials so that they can be used
to deliver liquids other than diluteaqueous solutionseg. strong acids and solvents. Almost
all manufacturers colour code their pump tubes for identification of the internal diameter
and flow rate. There are some solvents which are not successfully pumped by any of these
pumptubes; pumpingby displacement using liquid immiscible with the reactivesolvent can
overcome this problem, Fig 15. For instance, water has been used to displace chloroform
and other organic solvents.
Because peristaltic pumps have the capacity to hold a number of pump tubes, in one case
28 and in another 60, it is possible to use a single peristaltic pump to perform several
analyses.

FIG 15 DISPLACEMENT BOTTLE TECHNIQUE
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L
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FIG 16 ALTERNATIVE DESIGN OF THE PERISTALTIC PUMP

FLEXIBLE TUBE
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An alternative design of pump is commercially availablebased on the principle that if a
flexible tube is bent to a smaller radius than its bore and wall thickness relationship will
tolerate, then it will kink and occlude the tube. A rotor is machined to form three tangential
curves whichproducethree tiny radii, so that an elastic tube wrappedaroundthe rotor will
kink at three points. These kinksare moved by the actionofthe rotor and force the contents
along the tube by positivedisplacement, Fig 16. With this type ofpump the flow rate can
be altered by changing either the motor speed or the internal diameter of the tube.
3.3 Segmentation of Iiqiuid by air
A continuous stream ofliquid flowing througha tube exhibitsa radial velocity profile, the
flow being fastest at the centre and slowest at the tube wall where frictional retardation
occurs. Material at the peripherymixeswith that in the centreof the following liquid. Thus,
if the continuous stream consistsof a number of single samples in succession interspersed
with wash solution, sample interaction could occur. The introductionof air bubblesinto the
continuous stream divides each aliquot of sample into segments (Fig 17) and restricts
diffusion very nearly to within the segments of liquid contained between consecutive air
bubbles. This assists both in maintaining the separationbetween samples and the mixing
process to operate correctly, see Section 3.4.2.
The air bubbles are introduced into the stream ofliquid at the earliest possible stage after
theperistaltic pump. The air is drawnin from the atmosphereby thepump and it is advisable
when analysing for low concentration levels of determinand to ensure that the air is made
free of airborne contaminants eg. by passing the air through silica gel columnsor through
a dilute acid solution.

To achieve the maximum accuracy and precision, the air-liquid bubble-pattern must be
regularand reproducible. To aid exactand reproducible proportioning,somepumpsare now
fitted with a device termed an air-bar which is essentially a controlled air-inlet valve by
which air bubbles are added to the flowing streams in a precise and timed sequence to
provide regularityof segmentation.

There wifibe occasions during the course of some sample treatmentsystemswhen the air
bubbles are removedfrom the sample-reagent streamprior to a particularstage oftreatment
after which it is necessary to re-segment the stream with air bubbles as soonas possiblein
order to reduce sample interaction.
There are only three occasions when segmentation is not used:
(a) In tubes conveying regents to the sample treatment system.
(b) In narrow bore tubes through which liquid is passing at a relatively high velocity,
as is the case with the tubing connecting the sample probe to thepump and also with the
tubing transportinga dc-bubbled stream to the detector.
(c) When a low sampling rate is employed.
The exact ratio of air to liquid in a segmented stream is not critical and it may well be
changed as further reagents are added. usually the ratio of air to liquid is between 1 to 2
and 1 to 5.
3.3.1 Debubblers
Prior to its passage through the detection unit the liquid stream has to be de-segmented to
remove any possibleinterferenceof the air bubbles with the measurement. Ifthe detection
unit's flow cell is not configurated to remove air-bubbles automatically, a glass dc-bubbler
unit as depicted in Fig 21 is satisfactory.
3.4 Sample treatment system
Normally at least one of the followingchemical or physical treatmentsoccurs during the
analysis of a sample.
3.4.1 Dialysis
This is a separationtechnique which seeks to provide an interference-free determinandfor
analysis. In dialysis the sample stream, called the donor stream, flows over the recipient
stream and is separated from it by a semi-permeable membrane, and the determinands are
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transferredto the recipient stream by osmosis, leaving most interferingions or molecules
inthedonorstream (Fig IS). Anymembranethat is chemically compatible with the reagents
can be used provided it allows the passage of the determinand and eliminates the
interferants.The extent ofdialysis is relatedto a numberof factors; the thickness and pore
size of the membrane,the size and nature of the molecule or ions, the contact time of the
sample with the membrane and other factors such as the ambient temperature,pH of the
donor and recipient streams, and the sample concentration. Samples and standards should
have the same rate of dialysis and the ambient temperatureshould remain constant for the
durationofthe analysis. The dialysing contact time and area canbe increasedeitherbyusing
more thanone set ofplates orby increasingthelength ofthe dialysispath. It is not normally
necessaryto bring the process to completion, as during dialysis, although the percentage of
a substance that dialyses is constant, the absolute amount is in proportion to the
concentration. Donor and recipient streams must flow concurrently and as far as possible
at the same rates in order to minimize sample interaction.

It shouldbe noted that whendialysisis employed areductionin sensitivity occurs, since only
a percentage of the determinand diffuses through the membrane. However, this
disadvantage may be turned into an advantage if a dilution step is required.
UPPER (TOP)

SAMPLE

LOWER (BOTTOM)
DIALYZER PLATE

RECIPIENT STREAM

FIG 18 DIALYSIS UNIT
3.4.2 Reagentaddition and mixing

The sample and reagents) merge in appropriate stages through T-connections (Fig 19).
Normallyafter each addition ofa reagentthe two dissimilar merging streamsare thoroughly
mixed before the next reagentis added. This mixing is usually achievedby pumpingboth
streams through a helix of glass tubing whose axis is mounted horizontally (Fig 17(a)) to
give repetitive inversion of the two liquids. As a mixture rotates through a coil the air
bubbles plus the rise and fall motion produces a homogenous mixture. The degree of
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homogeneity achievedis dependenton the number and size of loops contained in the coil.
Forthis mixingtobe effective thelength ofliquid contained betweenconsecutive air bubbles
should not be greater than about one quarter ofthe outer circumference of the mixing coil.
Thesecoils, the T-connections and the tubing used to transportsolutions throughthe sample
treatment system should be of glass to ensure the minimum amount of resistance to flow
through them—to minimize adsorption onto the inner walls and to prevent breakup of the
bubble pattern of segmented streams. An alternative designsometimes used for mixing and
extractionwith immiscible liquids is a bead packed vertical column (Fig 17(b)). The use of
either of these types of coil introduces a small delay into the analytical process; there are

times when long delays are required and for this purpose the use of special delay coils is
necessaryas describedin Section 3.4.3.

3.4.3 Delay Coils
Delay coils are used to allow time for the reaction products to develop sufficiently for
measurement. Thesecoilsconsist ofsuitable lengths ofglass-tubing which, for convenience,
are coiled. Their lengths, which are dependent on the time delay requiredby the method,
arealso related to the liquid flow rate. They areusually mounted with their axis horizontally
similar to ordinary mixing coils (Fig 17(a)).
delay coil is a 40 ft length of tubing whose internal diameter is 1.6 mm and
which has a 28 ml volume but the following coils having the same id are commercially
available; length 20 ft, volume 14 ml, and length 10 ft, volume 7 ml.

A standard

The time delay is dependent upon the flow rate and may be calculated using the following
formula:
Volume of coil

= Time delay

Flow rate of entering stream plus bubbles
Two or more coils may be connected in series for a longer reaction time.
Water-jacketed coilsare needed when a specific temperature must be maintained or cooling
is requiredbefore the resulting product enters the measurement system.

3.4.4 Heating

If at any stage ot the sample treatment system a solution has to be heated eg. for a colour
to develop, a glass delaying-coil is immersed in a temperature controlled bath. Oil is the

liquid most commonly contained in the bath, and the grade of oil used depends on the
temperature required. The emerging stream sometimes has to be cooled before it is
transportedto the next stage.
3.4.5 Digestion
Digestionwith suitable reagents to break down the sample material and to produce the
determinandin vapour or solution form can be carried out by passing the sample and/or
reagents through a coil contained in a high temperature heating bath. However,there arc
commercially available digesterswhich have provedextremelyefficientcomparedwith the
simple heated coil and are considered to be less hazardous, although the danger inherent in
handling concentrated acids must not be overlooked. These commercial digestershavealso
been used for distillation and solvent evaporation.
3.4. 6 Distillation
Distillationcan be carried out using apparatussimilar to that shown in Fig 20, The coil in
which the sample is to be heated is kept in the bath which is maintained at the required
temperature. The sampleand reagents are pumped into the distillation coil where the liquid
streammeets the carrier gas and flows in a thin continuous film down the lowersurface of
the coil with the air flowing over it. The vaporised components are transferredto the gas
stream. At the bottomofthe coil the residual unevaporated liquid is passed to wastethrough
the vertical tube. The trapped volatile components emergethroughthe capillarywhere washwater is introduced. The streamofgasesand water passes through the water condenserand
the required amount of condensate is resampled by the sample presentation system for
analysis. Sucha device has beenused when analysing for determinands such as cyanide and
alcohols.
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3.5.7

Solvent extractionand phase separation

When solvent extraction is required,the two immiscible liquids(the sampleand the solvent)
are 'mixed' as describedpreviouslyin Section 3.4.2 or in a beaded coil (Fig 17(b)). The
resultantstream enters a separator (Fig 22) via a 'side-arm' positioned in its middle. The
two liquidsseparate relativetotheirdensitycharacteristics and the requiredliquidis pumped
to thenexttreatmentstage, theother liquid goingto waste(Figs 22(a), 22(b)).This separator
can normallybe of comparable size to the other components used in this system.
Normally it is found that the emulsification problem sometimes associated with manual
solventextractions is avoidedin an automatic method,but the extractionefficiency is lower
than that attainedby shaking and this tends to inhibittheuse ofthis technique when working
at very low levels.

3.5 Measurement system
The treated sampleis transportedto this system for detection and measurement. Numerous
detection systemsare available since a continuous flow analytical systemis very flexibleand
virtually any device capable of producing an electrical response to the presence of the
determinandcould be used. There is wide scope for ingenuity and this is one of the
advantages of continuous flow analysis. A brief description of some of these detection
systemsis given below.
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FIG 21 TYP1CAL DETECTOR UNIT FOR COLORIMETRY
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(b)

Figure 21 shows a typical debubbler for a colorimetricmeasurement. Other measuring
devices which require a bubble free sample may be inserted into the detector cell. The
detector cell volume shouldbe smallenoughto contain less than the solutionresultingfrom
one sample at any one time, regardless of detector type used.
3.5.1 Colorimetric methods
Colorimetry

is one of the most extensively used analytical techniques for both organic and

inorganicmaterialsand the automation ofcolorimetryhas beenintensively studied,perhaps
more so than any other technique. In consequence there is a wide range of commercial
instruments available for conducting continuous automated colorimetry. A typical cell
assembly is shown in Figure 21. In order to avoid sample overlap and facilitate correct
signal recognition the cell volume should be less than the amount of any single sample
reachingthe unit.

3.5.2 Electrochemical methods
The field of electrochemical analysis embraces a wide range of techniques including
potentiometry, polarography, amperometry, conductimetry, coulometry, chronopotentiometry and ion-selective electrodes, and by suitable choice of technique and
experimental conditions a high degree of analytical sensitivity and specificity can be
achieved. Electrochemical techniques have found considerable favour in the design of
continuous and automatic methods, especially where trace components of a sample are to
be determinedand wheretheir selectivity can reduce or eliminatethe needfor pretreatment
stages, thereby simplifying the design of the automatic equipment.
3.5.3 Spectroscopic methods
Flame emissionand atomic absorbtiontechniques play a major role in elemental analysis,
particularlyat the trace level. Simplicity, speed, sensitivity and ability to perform several
determinations on a singlesample are theprincipalfeatureswhich haveprovidedthe impetus
for their extensive development. Such methods are obvious candidates for mechanization
and automation because the step involving the flame is invariably short compared with
sample-preparation and data-treatment stages.

3.5.4 Ionization methods
Ananalytical technique based on flameionizationdetection ofa gas, such as methane (used
in the determination ofcarbon), is finding increasing use. The high sensitivity and linearity
of the technique makes it suitable for low level analysis.
4. Interpretationof
Results

Providing the determined concentration and system response exhibit a rectilinear
relationshipover the entireconcentrationrange ofthe method,the mostconvenientapproach
to the measurement of the determinandconcentrationin a sample by a continuous flow
analytical system is the direct comparison of the system response for the sample with that
for a standard solution whichhas been subjected to identical experimental conditions. This
standard solution will contain a known amount of the determinandand also identical
concentrations of the other component substances contained in the sample.

In reality, however, the above conditions are seldom achieved in full. Thus, a realistic
approach is to analyse a series of standard solutions whichcover the whole concentration
range ofthe method and produceacalibrationcurve ofsystem response versus determinand
concentration. This calibrationwill ascertainwhetherthe systemresponseto concentration
is linear, non-linear or exhibits deviations from linearity. The system responses for the
sample can be converted into concentration units of determinandby its reference to this
calibration curve.

The other constituent substances ofthe sample needonly be considered iftheyinterferewith
the measurement of the determinand; in which case they must either be eliminated or
compensated for in the standard solutions.
Any calibrationprocedureshouldbe effected at the start and finish of the sampleanalyses,
but a further check may be desirableat regular intervalsif the analytical run is considered
to be lengthy.Inthis case., thesamples will normally be analysed in groups andacalibration
check standard followed by a blank solution will be inserted at the end of each group.
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A suggested procedurefor measurement using this arrangementis as follows: the baseline
from which all the group response measurements are made is constructedby joining the
responses of the last blank solution before, and after, each group of analyses whether
samples or standards. The blank-corrected response of each calibrationcheck standard is
compared with the correctedinitial calibrationand if it is found that theirconcentrations are
acceptably close to the initial values the initial calibration may be used over the entire
analytical run of samples.
Occasionsarise, however, where for various reasons (baseline drift and sensitivity change
being prime examples) it may be necessary to accept output from a system which is not
functioning normally. In these cases calibration procedures are less straightforward. The
calibrationmay alter duringthe analytical run and this may be detected by responses ofthe
calibrationcheck standards differing significantly from their initial responses.
The response of the system's detector is usually displayed in its simplestform on a strip
chart recorder as a peak or plateau. The conversion of this response due to a sample, into
a concentration of determinandin the sample may be achieved in one of the four ways
detailedbelow which are given in order of simplicity. However, each approach assumes
there is a rectilinear relationship between detector response and concentration 01cr the
concentration range of the method.
1. No changes in baseline or calibration during the entire analysis of a batch of
samples
(i) Single-point calibrationDirectly comparethe sampleresponse with that ofa standard
solution which contains a known amount of the determinand. Obtain a conversion
factor from the standard solution response and multiply the sample response by the
factor to give the concentration of the determinandin the sample,
eg. A 40 mg/litre standard solution = 80 chart divisions
= 0.5
Factor, F
= 62 chart divisions
Sample response
mg of determinand/litre of
sample
(ii)

= 31

Multi-point calibrationCalibrationcurve (line): obtain a calibration curve by plotting
the detector responses against the determinand concentration of a series of standard
solutions and producing the best straight line. The detector responses for the samples
may be converted into concentration units of determinand by reference to the
calibration curve.

Whicheverapproach is chosen, usually (ii), the calibration should be checkedat the end of
the analysis. However, it is often desirable to check the calibration at regular intervals
throughout the entire batch of analysis, (a) for obvious reasons and (b) for reasons of
changes in baseline and calibration. Approaches for the latter reason are detailed next.
2. Changes in baseline and calibration duringthe entire analysis ofa batchofsamples
(i) Baselinedrift butstable calibrationProportional blank correction is appliedacross the
number of samples within a group.

R= P—B1+ (B2—B1)
nt
where R
B1

B2
n,

F
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XF

= result of sample in concentration units
= peak (or plateau) of sample (ie. detector response)
= detector responseof blank (baseline) before group of samples
= detector response of blank (baseline) after group of samples
= position number of sample in the group
= total numberof samples in the group + I
= calibration factor (if linear and stable)

(ii)

Calibrationdrift but stable baseline
(a)

For minimal drift (Analyst's decision)

A good approximation to obtain a calibration factor for the samples in a group
is to use,

F = (F1 + F2)/2

= calibration factor from check standard before the group
F2 = calibration factor from check standard after the group

where F1

(b)

For any size dr(ft
Use, F = F1 + [(F5 — F1) n5/;]
where F1 and F2 are as in 2(ii)(a)

are as in 2(i)
In both cases, the result R = P5 X F using previous notation.
Shouldboth baseline drift and calibration(sensitivity) change substantially.
n5 and

R

—

=[5

B1

+

[B2—B1]n

n

s]X[F

+

[F2—F1]n

s]

Non-rectilinear relationships between system response and concentration, eg. %
transmissionvalues (% T) of light used as a measurement of the response, often tend to
result in less accurate correction for changes in the calibration curve. In this case, the %
T-values plotted on the logarithmicaxis of semi-logarithmic graph paper may produce a
linear calibrationrendering the interpretation of calibrationand sample results that much
easier using the suggested procedure for rectilinear relationship situations.

The principles which govern the calibrationof a continuous flow analysis systemand their
application to some commercially availablesystems, as well as a more detailed study of
some of the points outlined in the subsequent Section 5, are set out in Reference 4.

5. Analysisof Samples Ideally a sampling rate and sample/washratio will be chosenwhichprovidethebest possible
precision and accuracy. In this case, sample interaction, defined as carry-over from one
sample to the next, will be negligible or at least reduced to an acceptable minimum.
However, there will usually needto be a compromise between: (i) sample interaction, (ii)
the number and stability of samplesto be analysed, and (iii) the accuracyrequired. Thus,
some degree of carry-overwill usually arise.

5.1 Sample-to-WashRatio and Sampling Rate
To determinethe minimum time for which each sample must be pumped into the system,
the time taken for the response on the measurement system to rise from its baseline value
to one of steady state valueforthe maximum concentration standardis measured.A further
5 to 10 secondsis added to this time so that a definite plateau is given. The sum of these
two times is the sampling time. The washtime is the time takenfor the response to fall back
either to the baseline or to some acceptably low response. If a sampling device which
employs a timing cam is used, the choice of sample-to-wash ratio can be derived from the
following:

(a) The sampling rate indicatesthe number of samples processed in one hour. Hence, a
sampling rate of 60 means that 60 samples are processed per hour.
(b) The sample-to-wash time is expressedas a ratio in terms ofunits. Hence, a sample-towash ratio of9:1 indicatesthat there are 9 sampleunits for 1 wash unit(the wash unit being

unity).
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(c) The relationship between sampling rate and the sampling cycletime is illustratedby the
following examples:
Cycle time per sample
(in seconds)

Sampling rate
(pe hour)

r

50
40
30

72
90
120

Thus if the sampling rate and the wash time (in seconds) are known (eg. 60 samples per
hour with 6 secondsof wash time), the sample-to-wash ratio can be determined using the
following formula:

Cycle Time (sec)
Wash Time (sec) X Wash Units

= Sample units + wash units.

For the example above:
60
____
= 10

6x

1

Thus, sample to Washratio = (Total Units — Wash Units): WashUnits = (10—1): 1 = 9;!.

5.2Sample lnteraction**
Sample interaction, also known as cross-contamination or sample carry-over, is the term
used to denote the situationwhereby the response to any given sampleis influenced by the
tail of the response of the preceding one (Fig 23). It is observed on a recorded trace as
incomplete separation ofthe two successive peaks (or plateaux) and it is related to the fact
that acontinuousstreamof liquid flowing through a tube exhibitsa velocity profile,the flow
being fastestat the centreand slowest at thetube wallwherethe frictional retardation occurs,
thus causing material at the peripheryto mix with that in the centre of the following liquid
(seeSection 6). Providedthe wash time is madelong enoughor blanks are insertedbetween
samples, the carry-overis negligible, but if the sampling rate is increased and/or the wash
time is reducedthe carry-overeffectmay be severe, particularly whenaconcentrated sample
precedes a diluted one. The degree of accuracy required for the particular analysis will
determinethe maximum acceptable degreeofsample interaction and will, therefore,dicatate
the choice of sampling rate and wash time to be used.
5.3 Sample Identification

When large numbers of samples are to be processed it is essential to minimize the risk of
confusion between samples. A record of the sampling order must be kept to ensure ease of
identification of the responses given by the measurement system. A manually-produced
record may be time consuming but it has to be regarded as a necessity. However, positive
sample-identification mechanisms are available for certain sampling devices.Here, to each
sample-tube is affixed a coded identification card; immediately following aspiration of the
sample, the electronic reader identifies the code from the card and stores the information
until the analytical result is ready for printing. The sample number is printed on the chart
record for each sample and can also be included in a digital print-out. In addition, when
computer facilities are available sample identification can be even more positive and
permanent. A general map of the sampling positions can be programmed into the computer
at the beginning of the analytical run.
5.4 Order of Analysis of Samples
When carry-over from one sample to the next is negligible, the order of their analysis is
generallyunimportant. The stability of the samples should then govern the order. But if
carry-over cannot be made negligible, errors from this source should be controlled by
analysing samples inan order that minimizes determinandconcentration differences between
** For a theoretical treatment
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ofsample

interaction see section 6.3

SAMPLE
INTERACTION

HG 23 SAMPLE INTERACTION
50 SAMPLES PER HOUR
WITH 12 SEC WASH

SAMPLE
INTERACTION

SAMPLE
INTERACTION

successivesamplesand standards.It should be noted that ifall samples have approximately
the same determinand concentration, or can be grouped into blocks of samples of similar
determinandconcentration, the error arisingfrom carry-overeffects will be nearly constant
and will be allowedfor in the calibration. If the samples have widely differing concentrations, the wash time may need to be increased so as to reduce carry-over effects to an
acceptable minimum for the worst case, whena very low value immediately follows a very
high one.
The number of analyses between calibration checks should be governed by the stability of
the calibration and the required accuracy of results. As a general guide, groups of 15
analyses between each calibration check are suitable, but the number may be varied in the
light of local knowledge. These 15 analyses are usually made up of samples and qualitycontrol tests (see Section 9).

It is recommended that whennew methods of analysis are derivedone oftheloading patterns
given in Section 5.4.1 is used.
5.4.1 Examples ofSampling Unit Positions for Samples and Standards
To illustrate the considerations made in Section 5.4 the following examples are offered of
the order in which samples and standards might be processed for analysis with systems
exhibiting rectilinear system response with concentration (4).

Carry-overNegligible
Calibrationstable
Test

Carry-overPresent
calibration unstable

Calibrationstable

No.

No.

Solution

No.
I

Blank
Calibration Std 0.2 Cm*
Calibration Std 0.4 Cm
CalibrationStd 0.6 Cm
Calibration Std 0.8 Cm
CalibrationStd 1.0 Cm
Blank

2
3
4
5
6
7
8-20
21

Samples 1-13

22
23
24-37
38
39
40

Control Sal+

41

Repeat cycle 8-23

Sample l**
Blank

Samples 14-27
Sample l4**
Control Std+
Blank

Test Solution
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8-20
21
22
23
24
25-37
38
39
40
41

*
**

+

++

Calibration unstable

Blank
Calibration Std 0.2 Cm*
Calibration Std 0.4 Cm
Calibration Std 0.6 Cm
Calibration Std 0.8 Cm
Calibration Std 1.0 Cm
Blank
Samples 1-13
Samples l**

Control Std+
Calibration Std++
Blank
Samples 14-26
Sample 14**

Control Std+
Calibration Std+ +
Repeat cycle 7-23

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

No.
Blank
Blank

1

2
CalibrationStd 0,4 Cm* 3

CalibrationStd 0,2 Cm
Calibration Std 0.8 Cm
CalibrationStd 0.6 Cm
Calibration Std 1.0 Cm

Blank
Blank
10-22 Samples 1-13
23
Sample
8
9

1'

24

Control Std+

25

Blank
Blank

26

27-39 Samples 14-26
40
Sample l4**
41
Control Std+
42
Repeat cycle 8-24

4
5
6
7
8
9
10-22
23
24
25

Blank
Blank
Calibration
Calibration
Calibration
Calibration
Calibration
Blank
Blank

Std 0,4 Cm*
Std 0,2 Cm
Std 0.8 Cm
Sal 0,6 Cm
Std 1.0 Cm

1

Samples 1-13
Sample

Control Std

Calibration Std++
Blank
27
Blank
28-40 Samples 14-26
41
Sample j4**
42
Control Std+
43
Calibration Std++
44
Repeatcycle 8-25
26

Cm is the greatestconcentration that the calibration is intended to cover
A check of sample reproducibility
Where

A standardsyntheticsolution of known concentration correspondingto about 0,8 Cm (see Section 9)
Selected from the range ofcalibration standards in the light of local knowledge of the determinand concentration
a 1.0 Cm standard

ofsamples,or

The aboveorders ofanalysis are affected after the preliminarystabilization and initialsetting ofthe systems response to a baseline
and for sensitivity which is discussed in the ensuing section.

5.4.2 Preliminarystabilization and initial response settings
The solvent, eg. water (distilled or deionized), that originates from the same sourceas that
used to preparethe calibration standards,is continuously analysed until the system response
is adequately stable. The time required to obtain this stability can vary for different
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determinands. The initial response settings can then be affected by setting the 0.0 Cm
standard (blank) to zero responseand the 1.0 Cm standard to full scale response if changes
in response to these standards over the duration of the entire set of sample analyses is
negligible. If, however, changesin responseare expectedit is better to set the blank slightly
abover zero and the 1.0 Cm standard to slightly below full-scale.

5.5 Shutdown Procedure

To keep the equipment in good working condition, the proper shutdown procedure,
including any necessary flushing out, must be observed. As a general guide, water is
pumpedthroughthe tubingofthe systemvia the reagentlinesfor a time whichis equivalent
to that required to stabilizethe system (see 5.4.2 above) further details of the shutdown
procedure will be given in the specific method.
6. Kinetic Aspects of a Theperformanceofan analyserwhichprocessesdiscrete samples at intervalsis relatedto
the dynamics of the flowing stream and an understanding of the dominant factors is
Continuously Flowing
Analytical System (1,9) important in optimizing the design of continuous methods. A continuous stream of liquid
flowing through a tube exhibitsa velocity profile, the flow being fastest at the centre and
slowest at the tube surface where frictional retardation occurs. Material at the periphery
mixes with that in the centre ofthe following liquid and is the cause of samplecarry-over.
Segmentation of the stream by air-bubbles reduces carry-overby providing a barrier to
mixingbut itdoes not entirely prevent it, becausemixing in the surface layer can still occur.
Nevertheless, carry-over occurs mainly in unsegmented streams and in terms of airsegmented continuous flow systems this implies the initial sample-line before airsegmentation and after debubbling before entering the detector. The need for quantitative
correlation of the magnitudeof carry-overas a function of the kinetic parameters of the
analyser has prompted definitive studies by several groups (5, 6, 7, 8).
Ideally, a conventional continuous flow system should fulfil the following requirements.
6.1 Rapid response
Responsetime is the sum of the dead time and the transition time. Dead time is the time
between sample introductionand initial detector response. Transition time is the time
required for the detector response to transit from its initial value to a steady state value or
to a predetermined percent of steady state value. It is desirable to minimize both, but the
reasons for doing so and the methods used differ. A long dead time is not in itself of great
importance since it does not affect the sampling rate. However, it does imply a complex
systemand thereforea larger degree of sample interaction and an associated increase in the
transition time, which does affect the sampling rate. Long lengths of transmission tubing
between component parts should be avoided as far as possible. Improvements in the
chemistry ofthe method either allow a shorter processing time for a particular stepor even
permit the omissionof one or more of the treatment steps.
Transitiontime itself depends upon two factors—speed ofdetector response and degree of
sample interaction. Speed of detector response depends on the rate of change of solution
withinthe cell where volume for the flow cell and flow rate are the important factors to be
considered. The demands of continuous flow analysis had led to the evolution of flow
through cells having very small hold-up volumes. However,when micro cells are used the
presence of bubbles or smallparticles of solid matter in the flowing stream is far more of

a hazard.

On the other hand, sample interaction dependsupon the design of the system from one end
of the processingstream to the other. The size and geometry of the processing units, the
detector and the connecting lines all affect the interfacial mixing, as does the presence of
stagnant regions (joints) or traps in which the sample might be held by absorption,
adsorptionor chemical reaction (see Section 7.2). Non-wetting capillary tubing should be
used for unsegmented po:rtions of the flowing sample stream (but not reagent lines).
6.2 High frequency of sample throughput
Thiers and coworkers (6), were the first to make general observations on mutual sample
interactions; their work whichwas later confirmedand extended by Walkerand co-workers
(8) remains the basis of quantitative consideration in determining the highest practicable
sampling rate. Other workers (10, 11, 12, 13) have producedmodifications to continuous
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flow systems to increasethe sampling rate (which is usually around 40 samples per hour).
All these innovations, however, lead to a complex and inevitably more expensive
instrumentation.

A newer approach to obtaining an increased sampling rate is flow injection analysis (49)

(HA). With this concept there is no air segmentation, the sample is introduced as a plug
via a valve or syringe directly into the reagent-carrying stream, mixing is mainly by
diffusion-controlled processes, andthe response curvesdo notreachthe steadystate plateau,
but have the form of sharppeaks. The absenceofair-segmentation leads to a highersample
throughput. The presenceofa sample-carrier interface,over whichconcentrationgradients
develop during the course of analysis, has opened up new analytical possibilities for
continuous flow analysis. The reproducibility is good and there is no sample carry-over.
There is no needto introduce and removeair bubbles,and an expensive high-quality pump
is not necessary. A report by Betteridge (14) cites 48 referencesto FIA amongwhich is the
initial work of Ruzicka and Hansen (15).
6.3 Linearity of reponse
With changes in sample concentration is desirable since this facilitates the use of a direct
readout form of presenting results. Non-linearity ofresults can have a chemical basis or it
may be inherent inthe detectorand the determinationofoptimum working conditions which
give a linear response can be a time consuming task.
In evaluating the performance characteristics of acontinuous analyser, two parametershave
been demonstrated to be fundamental, the lag phase (L) and the half-wash time (W½)(6);
they afford a correlation between the approach to steady state, fraction of steady state
reachedin a given time and the interaction betweensamples. The half-wash time is the time
for the detector to change from any value to half that value; the lag phase is definedin the
ensuing discussion.

Fortheshapes of thedetector-response curves obtained in continuous flow analysis, it was
shown (6, 8) that during the transientstate (ie. baseline steady state to sample steady state
and again from sample steady state to baseline steady state) the apparentconcentration at
any time (C,) follows kinetics which are first order with respect to the difference between
the apparent concentration and steady state (C,,) concentration, as in the following
equation.

dc
— = K (C,,

—C,)

in the case of the rise curve and likewise, for the decreasing part of the response
dc
—

KC, (here C,,

curve

= 0).

The value of W½ is calculated directly from the slope of the linear portion of a plot is
termed the lag phase L, and is expressed numerically as the value of the intercept of the
linear portion on the time axis. The full curve structure is the inverse of that of the rise
curve.
The half-wash time, which has been shown (8, 15) to originate in non-segmented parts of
the stream, describestheexponential part of the transitioncurve. The lag phase, which is
said to be normally due to air-segmentation (16, 17), precedes the exponential part.
Sample interaction (Fig 23) can be quantitatively expressed by using W½ and L. If the
between sample time is tb the value of the expression (tb—L)/W,,gives a measure of the
of 1, 2, 3, 4
interaction of a sample with the following one. For values of (tb-L)
the degree of interaction with the following sample is 50, 25, 12, 10
% and this
interaction appears additively in the response for the following sample. Clearly the smaller
the values L and W½ the lower the degree of interaction; or conversely, for given
acceptable percentage interaction the lower the valuesof L and W½, the faster the available
sampling rate.
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A TYPICAL

ABSORPTION CURVE ILLUSTRATING

THE EFFECT CARRY OVER WILL HAVE ON A
SUBSEQUENT CURVE (SEE ALSO FIG 23)
The effect of carry-overcan be measuredas the following considerations indicate:consider
thetypical absorptioncurve in Fig 24. The problemof carry over is causedby thefact that
at the time (t2) when the height of peak 2 is read there is still residualabsorbtion 'r' due
to peak 1. For any particular manifoldand pumpingrate we have

r=kh
where 'k' is the carry over constant,
absorbtionat time t2.

h is the absorbtion at time t1 and r is the residual

The value of 'k' will depend on the nature and complexity of the manifold, the viscosity
and chemical composition of the reagent and the pumping rate. For a particular situation
the valueof 'k' canbe determinedpracticallyby simply running a standard solutionwhich
gives near full scale deflection and then running water until the baseline is restored. The
constructions in Fig 25 enable 'h' and 'r' to be measuredand hence 'k' to be calculated.
Normallythe value of 'k' is in the range 0.005 to 0.02.
Once 'k' is knownit is simpleto correct any resultsobtainedfor carry over as follows.Let
the peak heights for samples S1, S2. .. S,1 be h1, h2. .. h. Then the correct peak heights
are:

= h1
= (h2—kh1)
5,, = (h,,—Ich,,_1)
S1

It shouldbe noted that standard solutions should be correctedin exactly the same manner.
7. Fault-Finding Guide

In general, faults in continuous flow analysis systems can be observedas an irregularityor
anomaly in the readout.See Pictorial Fault FindingGuide (Figure25). Thereforea recorder
chart trace shouldbe retainedeven whencomputing facilitiesare alsoused, since a recorder
trace is the only visible record of what has actuallyhappened during the analytical run.
However, some computer data handling systems may have a simulateddetector response
facility.
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Figure 25 Pictorial fault finding guide

Recorder trace

Probable cause

1. "Dead space" spots
Two pieces of glass tubing joined together by
a "sleeve" over them are not properlyaligned

2. Crinkled or split dialyser membrane
Observed when initially calibrating the detector
with a standard solution; caused by a dry
membrane and ageing membrane

3. Dead spot on potentiometer slide wire

of the recorder

Dust particle or grease

4. Air bubble lodged across
flow cell entrance
Varying air-to-liquid ratio in conducting tubing
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Figure 25 (cont'd)

5. Oscillation on baseline and standard
Poorquality reagents or air bar out of sequence

6. Spikes on baseline
1. Electrical interference
I

I

2. Pulling liquid through the flow cell a little
too fast, creatinga minute air bubble
3. A pump tube not pumping

4. A leaking joint at the debubblingstage
5. Small (hairline) crack in the glass of the flow cell

7. Stepwise peaks
Insufficientgain (amplification) on the recorder

8. Noise (oscillation)
Slow (S)

—

1. Intermittentlocalised over-heating in

-

heating bath
2. The presence of particulatematter in thetubing
causing surging and changes in flow rates
3. Back pressure causing blockage

Fast (F)
1 - Worn pump

tubescausing irregularpumping

2. Unstable or dirty reagents
3. A relatively large particle of solid in flow cell
Rapid (R)

/MAJW

Too much gain on the recorder, but may be a
combination of all three (S,F and R)
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System malfunctions normally fall into three categories:
1. Electrical, optical and mechanical.
2. Hydraulic.
3.

Chemical.

7.1 Electrical Malfunction

If electrical components fail it is usually of an obviousnature, ie. colorimeterlight-source,
photomultiplier failure, or recorder malfunction. Typical malfunctions
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

are due to:—

Fading phototube (photocell)
Dirty optics
Cracked lens
Old or dirty lamp
Misalignmentof optics
Dirty interference filters.

Regularmaintenance is advisable forall the electrical components as well as the mechanical
components. A service contract with the appropriate manufacturer is the most positive
means of achieving this.
7.2 Hydraulic Malfunction
Hydraulicmalfunction is theprincipalsource offailure in continuous flow systemsand when
ill-defined recorder peaks(plateaux) orerratic traces are observed, it is the hydraulics which
should be checked first. If air segmentation is employed, the first step is to observe the
bubble-pattern since it is mandatory to maintain a regular bubble-pattern throughout the
sample treatment system of the process. The air bubble introduced during the actual
sampling does not normally affect the regularity of bubble-pattern.

An irregularbubble-pattern may be caused by:—
(a) Partial or total pump failure; check all the inputs to the systemand the pull-through
output are functioning by introducinga small air-bubble into each and observing its

passage. Check also for split tubes and leaking joints.
(b) Worn or damagedair-inlettubing (where fitted); observethe pattern ofair bubbles
following the air inlet and ifpulsating sharply or producing air-bubblesofirregularsizes
replace the air-inlet tubing.
(c) Air inlet dirty; if replacing the air-inlettubing1(b) above] is ineffective the inlet may
be dirty or greasy. If so, disconnect the injectorand disturbthe dirt or grease with wire
then cleanthe inlet in strong detergent solution, diluteacid solution or a suitable solvent.
(d) Other injectors(inlets); malfunctions at other injection points in the system do not
necessarily produce irregular bithble patterns but they may well disturb the normal
liquid/air ratio. These malfunctions are usually caused by blockage or partial blockage
resulting from particularmatter suspended in the flowing liquid or a slow build up of
particulatematter. The sample inlet line is prone to partialblockage whenused to sample
sewage regularly. The net result could be an increase of one reagent or air against a
decreaseofanother reagent (this could apply equally to the sample) giving rise to poor
peak responses at the readout.
The cleaning procedurefor these injectorsor inlets describedin (c) aboveshouldbe used.
(e) Failure of the dialyser membrane (where fitted); providing the membrane used
satisfies the requirements detailedin 3.4.1 it will operatesatisfactory unless it is blocked
(the pores are clogged),crinkled, ruptured or allowedto beconie dry for any length of
time. The response at the read-out will be affected by all of these conditions but not
necessarily in the same manner. Blocked membranes will probablygive no responseat
the readout, crinkled membranesnormally give the same response of sensitivity as a
normal membrane but with reduced precisionand ruptured membranes can either allow
more 'diffusion' of the determinandthereby increasing the response at the readout or
allow more interferants through resulting in reducedresponseas well as poor precision
(and accuracy). These changes in response may not remain constant throughout an
analytical run. Dry or badly aligned membranes tend to produce crinkled or ruptured
membranes which shouldbe replaced.In fact normal membranes themselves are usually
replaced after 40 h of use.
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(f) On occasions, air bubbles may become trapped at some point in the flowing
analyticalstream resulting in irregularflows which lead to poor system responses. The
most comnion areas where this occurs are (i) in 'dead spaces' brought about by bad
jointing oftwo pieces of tubing. They must be butted togetheras close as possible, and
(ii) at the entrance of the measurement unit, eg. an air bubble may becomelodged in a
flow cell or may rest Ofl the membranecomponent of a selective ion electrode. In both
casesthis may result in an oscillating system response or sharpdeflection on the readout.
However, if this air bubble interference is infrequent it can easily by removed, by
pinching the pull-through tube for ca 2s; but the sample treatment system should be
redesigned if the problem is consistently present. An air bubble lodged in the detector
cell will cause a sudden marked loss of sensitivity.

7.3 Chemical Malfunction
Problems with the system chemistry arise as a rule from using unstable or poor quality
reagents whether they are working reagents or the reagent stock, although changes in
ambient temperature may also present problems. Reagents normally remain stable for a
longerperiod of time whenthey are storedin a refrigeratorbetween00 and 5°C in between
use, but problems with ambient temperature can only be controlled by minimizing the
external effects that cause them. The two most obvious effects are baseline drift and
sensitivity change, but loss of linearity may also result.
7.4 Sample Receptacle Contamination
Contaminated sample receptacles will produce problemsfor low-level analysis in the form
ofpositivepeaks at thereadoutfor blank solutions. Most sample receptacles are disposable
but if they are to be reusedthey shouldbe cleaned with an appropriatecleaning agent, eg.
detergent or acid, and then stored in a dilute solution of it, ensuring of course that the
cleaning agent chosen will not interefere with the determination of the particular
determinand, eg. do not use nitric acid if the determminand is nitrate and do not use
detergentif the determinandis phosphate.
Sample receptacles for re-use whichare not storedin a solution ofthe cleaning agent should
be dried at 70°C after washing, to remove the problem of algal growth that might occur

in them.

7.5 Maintenance Programme
The operator should produce a maintenance programme to be used routinely so that
malfunctions that could occur during day-to-day operationare reducedto a minimum. This
'prevention is better than cure' policy requires less labour when the instrument is in
continuousoperation and the maintenance programmeshouldincludeoperations such as (1)
lubrication of moving parts (2) checking electrical contacts (3) replacement of dialyser
membranes,pump tubes and other tubing, and (4) cleaning of air injectorsand other inlet
connectors.

8. Factors Relating to

the Applicability of

Automatic Analysis (18)

(a) TheTime involved in setting up an automatic analyser usually means that its cost
can be justified only when the number of samples exceeds some minimum. The value
of this minimum depends on individual circumstances but is about 20 samples per

analytical run for a single determinand.
(b) Experiencehas shown that the replacementofmanualanalysis byautomatic analysis
generallyleads to better precision of analytical results. The improved precision often
gives lower detection limits than manual analysis using a similar procedure.
(c) If a laboratoryreaches the position where the ma jority of its analyses are made
automatically and the number of analysts employed has been chosen on this basis,
problemsare likely to arise ifone or more ofthe instruments ceaseto function properly.
It is essential, therefore, to ensure that replacement units and/or the services of an
instrumenttechnician are readily available.

Theinherentconsistency with whichautomatic analysers carry out their operations
makesit possible to automate proceduresthat would not be feasiblefor manualanalysis,
eg. methods requiring very precise control of experimental conditions.
(d)

(e) Many automatic analysersare in fact only semi-automatic because the results
producedby the instruments must be mathematically processedby the analyst to obtain
the concentrations in samples. This process can be unduly time-consuming in an
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otherwise automated procedure.Increasingly, instruments have the facility for automatic
calibrationso that the results from them can be provideddirectly in concentration units.
If correction for drift in theresponse of the instrument or more complex calculations are
necessary, digital computers can be used on-line or off-line. Special purpose microprocessorsare alsoavailable for acquiring and operating on signals from instruments and
producing final print-outsof analytical results.

9. System Control

When an analytical procedurehas beenput into routine use there remainsa needto maintain
a continuous checkon analytical errors. The useofa controlchart is a simpleand convenient
means ofmaintaining this check. References 19, 45,46 and 47 explainin detail theprinciple
and use of control charts. One standard synthetic solution of known concentration
corresponding to about 0.8 Cm (where Cm is the greatest concentration that the calibration
is intended to cover), termed 'control standard', is used as a minimum of control.

The control standard,which is prepared from a different standard stock solution from that
used to preparethe calibration standards, but stored under the same conditions, is analysed
with every block ofsampleswithin each batch and the results are plottedon a control chart
with the true concentration of the control standard as the mean value.
The control chart will have horizontal lines inserted corresponding to (a) the mean value,
l.t, expected for the result, and (b) the limits j.t + 3 where o is the standard deviation,
to provide objective statistical criteria for interpretation of the chart; these limits arecalled
the 'action limits'. It is also useful to insert two lines on the control chart of limits
+ 2 G to act as 'warninglimits'.

t

10.

Hazards

In operating a system due account should be taken of the following possible hazards:
The peristaltic pump and, in many cases, other part of the apparatus are connected to the
electric mains. Their construction should be such that even in the eventof a major spillage,
such as might arise from the knocking over of a reagent bottle or an undetected leak, an
operator is in no danger of being connected electrically to the mains.
The peristaliticpump may well have exposed moving parts which might trap loose items

of clothing.

Reagents should always be treated with proper care and attention should be paid to the
possibility that the burstingof a tube or the breaking of a connection may lead to a reagent,
perhaps hot, being sprayed out under presssure.
Comprehensive instructions cannot be given because much will depend upon the analysis
being undertaken and the equipment used. However, the following advicewill be useful in
most cases.
(i) Electricalleads should be supported
(ii) Individual components,
to contain minor spillages.

a little above the work-bench.

or groups ofcomponents, should be placed in trays, so as

(iii) Reagent bottles, both in use and spare, should be kept in a cupboard under the
work-bench.
(iv) There should be a plastic safety shield between the operator and the apparatus.
(v) There should be adequate drainagefor waste liquidsto avoid the possibility of air
locks and biological growths occurring in the exit tubes draining some components.
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Analytical Quality Control

There are two reasons for analytical quality control when using techniques such as those
describedin this booklet. Firstly, there is the need to make random checks on the overall
accuracyofthe entire analytical procedureincluding samplepreparation,and secondlythere
is the need to guard against either instrumental drift or sudden partial failure of the
equipment whichcause eroneousresults. (See the Chapterson Problems whichmay occur
and on Fault finding, for examples).

Once the method has been put into normal routine operation many factors may adversely
affect the accuracyof the results obtained. It is recommended that tests be made to check
for the various types of error that may occur. As a minimum, a control standard sample
should be includedin each batch of samples, provided a sufficiently stable sample can be
obtained, which is taken through the entire procedure. The results should be plotted on a
control chart. (See References 19, 45, 46, 47 and Section9 of Part 2).

As a checkon slow drift and sudden partial failure, it is recommendedthat AQC standards
be includedat regular intervalsthroughoutthebatch. If any significant variation is noted
thecause shouldbe investigated and checksamples analysed to ascertaintheirtrueanalyses.

If interference effectsaresuspected, include spiked samples along with the real samplesand
also synthetic standard samples containing varying amounts of the suspected interferent.
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Address for Correspondence

However thoroughly a method may be tested, there is always the possibility of a user
hitherto unknown problem. Users with information on procedures and
discovering
described
in this booklet are requestedto write to:—
techniques

a

The Secretary
The StandingCommittee of Analysts
The Department of the Environment
Romney House
43 Marsham Street
London
SW1P 3PY
England
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Department of the
Environment

Standing Committee of Analysts
This bookletconsistsoftwo reviews with severalitemscommonto both. The reviewon Air
Segmented Continuous Flow Analysiswas approved in 1979 and is repeatedhere with minor
revision. Membersresponsibleare listed in the lists below. Note that due to reorganisation
of responsibility for instrumental methods the working Groups referred to are different.
The second Essay review 'was written by K W Petts (Water Research Centre, Stevenage),
underthe general supervision ofthe Instrumental WorkingGroupand the Main Committee.
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